CULTIVATING THE SPIRIT THROUGH REFLECTIVE ENGAGEMENT:
THE JOURNEY OF THE FSU SPIRITUAL LIFE PROJECT

AUURA OSTEEN, CADENCE KIDWELL, CRAIG FILAR, KATHLEEN SHEA SMITH
STUDENT FOCUS GROUP
INTERFAITH PANEL
APPRECIATING DIFFERENCES WEEK: RESIDENCE HALL DISCUSSION
9/11 FILM SHOWING

The POWER of FORGIVENESS
9/11 VIGIL
9/11 VIGIL LUMINARIA MESSAGES

I forgive myself for the hurt I caused others, and the pain that came from others.

[Heart symbol]
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH TEACHING

DINNER AT PRESIDENT BARRON’S HOME
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO ENGAGE STUDENTS IN ACTIVE REFLECTION?

HOW HAVE YOU USED REFLECTIVE ENGAGEMENT IN YOUR OWN WORK WITH STUDENTS?

HOW CAN WE AS EDUCATORS CREATE OPPORTUNITIES THAT ENCOURAGE MEANING, PURPOSE AND AUTHENTICITY?
ON THE WEB AT SLP.FSU.EDU
ON FACEBOOK AT SPIRITUAL LIFE AT FSU
ON TWITTER AT @SLP_FSU